PCA National Specialty Agility Trial #2 Results, Davenport, Iowa (Qualifying) held on September 01, 2020
Judge: Ms. Jean Munger

High In Trial
KIT KAT
GCHB CH MACH Aerilee's Kitto Katsu MXS MJS NF BCAT CGC TKN
Lyndsay Barrows

High In Trial Preferred
MIKA
MACH10 Painted Sun's Sonoran Sable Mika Mae MXC2 MJC2 XF T2B2
Brenda Kautz

High Scoring Champion
KIT KAT
GCHB CH MACH Aerilee's Kitto Katsu MXS MJS NF BCAT CGC TKN
Lyndsay Barrows

High Scoring Phalène
BADGER
MACH2 Andali La Ren Bad Az Badger MXS MJG
Time: 31.78 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Kautz
**Novice B - 8 Inch**

FIRST PLACE – CH Pasun's & Forussi It's All About Me..Me..Me  
Time: 49.35 Score: 90 QUALIFIED  
D. Bradley/L Van Vleet

SECOND PLACE - Pasun Barka Flyin' With The Phoenix  
Time: 58.52 Score: 90 QUALIFIED  
L Van Vleet/D Bradley

**Open - 8 Inch**

FIRST PLACE - Topflite Nanrich Shakin Not Stirred NA NAJ CGC TKI  
Time: 40.5 Score: 95 QUALIFIED  
K Detampel/C Enea

SECOND PLACE - GCH CH Hallmark's His Royal Highness NA OAJ TKN  
Time: 39.66 Score: 90 QUALIFIED  
L Braun

**Master - 8 Inch**

FIRST PLACE - MACH3 Aerilee's Songbird MXG PAD MJG BCAT  
Time: 34.39 Score: 100 QUALIFIED  
B Lynch

SECOND PLACE - GCHB CH MACH Aerilee's Kitto Katsu MXS MJS NF BCAT CGC TKN  
Time: 34.79 Score: 100 QUALIFIED  
L Barrows/J Currier

THIRD PLACE - Tiny T Skylander Cowabunga Dude MX MXJ MJB XF T2B2  
Time: 36.68 Score: 100 QUALIFIED  
L Braun/S Howard

FOURTH PLACE - MACH2 Spinillons Running Riot MXG MJG  
Time: 37.79 Score: 100 QUALIFIED  
B Rogers/M Cohen
CH MACH Aerilee's Sparkling Treasure MXB MJS T2B
Time: 37.85 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Currier

CH MACH3 Topflite Vega Hear Me Roar CDX PCD BN MXG MJC NF CGC TKP
Time: 37.98 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
K Detampel/C Detampel

Willow's Pond Wing Me To Paris Zelicaon AX MXJ XF T2B
Time: 38.27 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
W Carlson

Runway’S-N-Azurestar’s Ever In Your Favor MX MXJ OF T2B TKI
Time: 39.35 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Panattoni

MACH4 Road’s End Hocus Focus MXC MJC NF T2B
Time: 42.55 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Kautz

CH MACH3 Marquis Get The Party Started RN MXC MJC T2B
Time: 46.00 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Gooldy/I Gooldy/P Ray

MACH5 Road's End Abracadabra MXB2 MJB2 NF T2B2 BCAT
Time: 43.09 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Kautz

MACH2 Andali La Ren Bad Az Badger MXS MJG
Time: 47.78 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Kautz

MACH MCK American Maid MXS MJS XF CGC
Time: 52.87 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
K Lawrence

Premier - 8 Inch

FIRST PLACE - MACH3 Aerilee's Songbird MXG PAD MJG BCAT
Time: 32.61 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Lynch
SECOND PLACE - A Nights Mission 2 Get R Dun Of Springhill FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA
   Time: 48.96 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   J Dunn/D Dunn

Master Preferred - 4 Inch

FIRST PLACE - NAC MACH12 PACH2 Aerilee's Like Never Before MXG3 PAD MJG3 PJD MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B2 BCAT
   Time: 36.48 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Lynch/J Rodriguez

SECOND PLACE - MACH10 Painted Sun's Sonoran Sable Mika Mae MXC2 MJC2 XF T2B2
   Time: 43.55 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Kautz

THIRD PLACE - MACH PACH3 Spinillons Ammer Dora MXB MJB MXP8 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3
   Time: 46.44 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Rogers/M Cohen

Master Preferred - 8 Inch

FIRST PLACE - MACH2 PACH Braylor's Rowdy Good Times MXS MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF OFP T2B CGC TKP
   Time: 47.85 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   J Panattoni

Premier Preferred - 4 Inch

FIRST PLACE - NAC MACH12 PACH2 Aerilee's Like Never Before MXG3 PAD MJG3 PJD MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 XF T2B2 BCAT
   Time: 33.92 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Lynch/J Rodriguez
SECOND PLACE - MACH PACH3 Spinillons Ammer Dora MXB MJB MXP8 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3
Time: 44.33 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Rogers/M Cohen

Premier Preferred - 8 Inch

FIRST PLACE - MACH2 PACH Braylor's Rowdy Good Times MXS MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF OFP T2B CGC TKP
Time: 40.17 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Panattoni

JWW

Novice B - 8 Inch

FIRST PLACE- CH Pasun's & Forussi It's All About Me..Me..Me
Time: 30.08 Score: 95 QUALIFIED
D Bradley/L Van Vleet

SECOND PLACE - Pasun Barka Flyin' With The Phoenix
Time: 44.73 Score: 94 QUALIFIED
L Van Vleet/D Bradley

JWW

Open - 8 Inch

FIRST PLACE - Remani's Catch Me If You Can NA NAJ
Time: 26.8 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Rogers

SECOND PLACE - A Nights Mission 2 Get R Dun Of Springhill FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA
Time: 33.9 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Dunn/D Dunn
THIRD PLACE - CH Marquis Presents Michael Jacksons Thriller NAJ
   Time: 35.84 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   I Gooldy

**JWW**
*Master - 8 Inch*

FIRST PLACE - GCHB CH MACH Aerilee's Kitto Katsu MXS MJS NF BCAT CGC TKN
   Time: 26.35 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Lynch

SECOND PLACE - MACH3 Aerilee's Songbird MXG PAD MJG BCAT
   Time: 27.63 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   L Barrows/J Currier

THIRD PLACE - Pinkribbon's Hocus Pocus AX MXJ MJB OF TKN
   Time: 28.37 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Scanlan

FOURTH PLACE - MACH2 Spinillons Running Riot MXG MJG Papillon B
   Rogers/M Cohen
   Time: 29.09 SCORE: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Rogers/M Cohen

CH MACH3 Topflite Vega Hear Me Roar CDX PCD BN MXG MJC NF CGC TKP
   Time: 29.36 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   K Detampel/C Detampel

Willow's Pond Wing Me To Paris Zelicaon AX MXJ XF T2B
   Time: 29.53 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   W Carlson

MACH2 Andali La Ren Bad Az Badger MXS MJG
   Time: 31.40 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Kautz

MACH4 Road's End Hocus Focus MXC MJC NF T2B
   Time: 31.50 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
   B Kautz
Runway'S-N-Azurestar's Ever In Your Favor MX MXJ OF T2B TKI
Time: 33.84 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Panattoni

Pasun's Watch Me Go OA AXJ CGC TKN
Time: 34.56 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
L Van Vleet

MACH MCK American Maid MXS MJS XF CGC
Time: 42.28 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
K Lawrence

**JWW PREFERRED**
**Master - 4 Inch**

FIRST PLACE - MACH10 Painted Sun's Sonoran Sable Mika Mae MXC2 MJC2 XF T2B2
Time: 33.18 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Kautz

SECOND PLACE - MACH6 PACH2 Tollegend Winning Streak CDX RA MXG2 MJB3 MXP8 MXPG MJP9 MJPG PAX2 OF T2B2
Time: 34.95 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
K Hightshoe

THIRD PLACE - MACH PACH3 Spinillons Ammer Dora MXB MJB MXP8 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3
Time: 35.64 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Rogers/M Cohen

**JWW PREFERRED**
**Master - 8 Inch**

FIRST PLACE - MACH2 PACH Braylor's Rowdy Good Times MXS MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF OFP T2B CGC TKP
Time: 38.25 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Panattoni
**JWW PREFERRED**

*Premier - 4 Inch*

FIRST PLACE - NAC MACH12 PACH2 Aerilee’s Like Never Before MXG3 PAD MJG3 PJD MXP5 MXPS MJPS MJPS PAX2 XF T2B2 BCAT

Time: 29.36 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
B Lynch/J Rodriguez

---

**JWW PREFERRED**

*Premier - 8 Inch*

FIRST PLACE - MACH2 PACH Braylor’s Rowdy Good Times MXS MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF OFP T2B CGC TKP

Time: 37.93 Score: 100 QUALIFIED
J Panattoni

---

**FAST**

*Novice B - 8 Inch*

FIRST PLACE - Remani’s Catch Me If You Can NA NAJ

Time: 23.72 Score: 77 QUALIFIED
B Rogers

SECOND PLACE - Pasun’s Watch Me Go OA AXJ CGC TKN

Time: 27.36 Score: 77 QUALIFIED
L Van Vleet

THIRD PLACE - MACH2 Andali La Ren Bad Az Badger MXS MJG

Time: 29.68 Score: 77 QUALIFIED
B Kautz

FOURTH PLACE - CH Pasun’s & Forussi It’s All About Me..Me..Me

Time: 29.54 Score: 76 QUALIFIED
D Bradley/L Van Vleet
FAST
Novice B - 12 Inch

FIRST PLACE - Domino's Walk On The Wild Side CD BN RA AX OAJ TKN
Time: 24.76 Score: 69 QUALIFIED
A Bruno

FAST
Open - 8 Inch

FIRST PLACE - MACH4 Road's End Hocus Focus MXC MJC NF T2B
Time: 24.99 Score: 77 QUALIFIED
B Kautz

SECOND PLACE - MACH5 Road's End Abracadabra MXB2 MJB2 NF T2B2 BCAT
Time: 25.00 Score: 77 QUALIFIED
B Kautz